INTRO D UCTIO N
The spectral line profiles of ionized emitters in plasmas play an important rolc i n the calculation of opacity (1,2), for sliort-wavelength laser studies ( 3 ) , a n d for tlic diagnostics of inertial confinement fusion plasmas (4-6). Sopliisticated theoretical methods and modeling have been advanced and applied in recent years (7) (8) (9) to calculate spectral line profiles in the limits where broadening by electron collisions or by ion microfields dominates.
Electron collisional broadening dominates the line broadening of isolated spectra.1 lines of nonliydrogenic emitters. In most cases the impact approximation is valid over the frequency range of tlie spectral line profiles. 7'1ie criterion (10) for tlic validity of the impact approximation is that the duration of the collision of thc perturber with the emitter T is much smaller than the inverse of the half-widtli at half maximum w or the inverse of the angular frequency separation I Aw I from the line center p is the impact parameter and 2, is the velocity of the electron. The general solution is a Lorentzian with a full-width at half maximum w given by the rates of effective (electron) collisions (11). Baranger used the optical theorem to derive the following expression This equation shows explicitly the contributions t o the linewidth from inelastic electron collisions by summing over the cross sections of electron collisions between levels involving the upper (ouut) and lower (alp) states of the transition of interest, and from a term taking into account elastic scattering by subtracting the scattering amplitudes of the initial and final level and integrating over the scattering a ngle &. In most practical cases the average is over a Maxwell-Boitzmann velocity distribution function.
Equation (2) shows the correlation between spectral line shape calculations and atomic collision theory. Some recent progress on line broadening calculations came from this field where collision strength or cross sections are now routinely calculated with a variety of advanced methods. In particular, within the Opacity Project closecoupling calculations have been performed t o calculate collision strengths and line widths for a large number of transitions. These calculations are expected to be the most accurate theoretical data because semiempirical (12) or semiclassical (10, 13, 14) approximations use ad hoc estimations for the effective Gaunt factor to account for elastic electron collisions. Further, similar crude assumptions are also necessary within a semiclassical theory to account for strong collisions (S,10,13). On the othei hand, tliere are a lack of reliable experiments testing close-coupling calculations. It is obvious from Equation ( 2 ) that measurements of spectral line widths from isolated nonhydrogenic ions in well-diagnosed plasmas can provide critical tests of calculations of effective (elastic and inelastic) cross sections. Some experiments (15,16) have been performed in discharge tubes which were diagnosed with interferometry. But, as pointed out by Seaton (7) the experimental data were not accurate or convincing enough to provide a critical test for close-coupling calculations.
For that reason we have performed new experiments (17,lS) with the welldiagnosed gas-liner pinch where electron densities and temperatures are determined independently with Thomson scattering. Furthermore, no assumptions about 110-mogeneity of the plasma or radiative transport effects are necessary, because we have been able to directly measure electron and emitter density distributions in the plasma. Our measurements include the 2s -2 p resonance transitions in B 111 since their line profiles are excellent test objects of close-couplng calculations (1s). It is the simplest system to calculate since there is only one electron outside the first shell. Moreover, for these transitions between lowly excited states the inclusion of only a small set of perturbing levels should lead to high accuracy.
For especially broad spectral lines the duration of a given perturbation assumes the same order as the decay time of the autocorrelation function of the light amplitude, and no general solution of the spectral line profile similar t o Equation (2) can test gas discharge vessel driver gas Figure 1 . Schematic of a gas-liner pinch.
be given. In particular, broadening by ion riiicrofields becomes more important and in the limit where Equation (1) is reversed, the quasi-static (ion) approxiination can be applied (10, 19) . More often, however, Equation ( 1 ) is only reversed for the wings of the line profile and for the central part of tlie profile ion dynamic corrections haw to be taken into account. For example, this is the case for some non-isolated A71 = 1 transitions of the lithium-like ions C I V , N V , and 0 V I for transitions of more liiglily excited states whicii have close-lying perturbing levels (20,21). We tested complete spectral line profile calculations which were performed for the i~idependently measured plasma parameters of our experimtnt.
EXPERIMENT A N D DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES GAS-LINER PINCH. A gas-liner pinch resembles a large aspect ratio z-pinch characterized by two independent fast gas inlet systems (22) . Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. For the present investigations we used hydrogeii or helium as driver gas. It is injected through an annular nozzle into the vacuum chamber by a fast electromagnetic valve. The diameter of the vacuum chamber is 18 cm and the electrode separation is 5 cm. The gas forms a hollow gas cylinder near the wall before we preionize it by discharging a 50 nF-capacitor (charged to 20 k V ) between 50 annuarly mounted needles and the lower cathode. Finally, the discharge of tlic main capacitor (capacitance 11.1 p F , voltage 25-35 kV) compresses the gas on axis to a plasma column of 1-2 cm diameter and 5 cn1 length. Typical electron densities and temperatures reached on the asis are between 0.5 < 7~, < 4 x 1016ccm-3 and 7.5 < ~B T , < 50 eV which is sufficiently hot and dense to prodrice multiply ionzed atoms with Stark broadening as the dominant broadening mechanisrn of their emission lines. The compression time and the life time of tlie plasma depend on the discharge conditions and for the present studies they are about 2.5 p s and 0.5 ps,
respectively.
The atomic species of interest for spectroscopic measurements are introduced as (test) gas into the discharge tube by a second independeIltly operating fast electromagnetic valve. The gas is injected through a nozzle it) the center of the upper electrode and is dissocia.ted and ionized by the imploding driver gas and by ohmic heating. For the present studies we used BF3, CI14, Nz, CO2, a mixture of 10 o/o SFG in hydrogen or Ne as test gas in order to produce the lithium-like ions 13 I I I , C IV, N V, 0 vi, I: VII, and Ne V I I I . Their radial emission is observed with several spectrometers for the visible and vacuum ultraviolet spectral range. Gated microchannel plates and optical multichannel analyzers o r charge-coupled devices were used to perform all measurements with a time resolution of 20 -30 ns.
TIiOMSON SCATTEItING. An independent and accurate measurement of all rclevant plas~na parameters is a prerequisite for a critical test of line shape tlieorics. For this purpose we focussed a pulse of a Q-switch driven Ituby laser (2 J , 11s) into the center of the plasma column and ollserved tlie scattered light at an a i lglc of 6 ' = 90". This arrangement gives typical values for the scattering pararnvtc~r
In this regime light is predominantly scattered into a narrow ion feature w l i i d i could be detected spectrally resolved with a 1-m spcctront4tc.r and a gated optical Inultichannel analyzer. Scattering occurs on electrons wliicli are bundied i n the Debye spheres of the ions, and from tlie widtli of the scattcring spectrum the te~nperaturc of the ions is obtained. Furthermore, 011 the 1vIr1gs of tlic io11 feature, heavily-damped ion acoustic waves detcrminc tlic S~I~J W of the scatterilig spectrum. Since the phase velocity and the damping of io11 acoustic waves dej)eiid o n the ion and on the electron temperature, an accu ratct i i i e a~u r e n i~~~i t of tile sIi:q)~ of the scattering spectrum also yields the electron tentpera,turc.
By calibrating tlie detection system absolutely by Rayleigh scattering on propane the electron density is deduced from the intensity of the scattering spectrum. For the present investigations multiply ionized test gas atoms are added to tlic plasnia column which is predominantly formed by the driver gas. lience, we fit tlie tlieoretical form factor of Evans (23) to the measured scattering spectra. TIiis form factor calculates the scattering spectra for a plasma composed of different ionic SJWcies. We gave a complete discussion applying this form factor to deduce t h e plasma.
parameters in Rei. (24).
In general, we obtain that the temperatures of all species are equal within the stated error of about 15 %. This finding is expected from estimates of t h e elcctronion collision time (25) resulting in typical values of about 3 11s. This is much smallcr than typical time scales on which plasma parameters change after stagnation on tlir axis, i.e. after tlie maximum compression of the plasma. Figure 2 sliows an example of a measured Tliomson scattering spectrum along with the fitted form factor. This measurement was performed with hydrogen as driver gas a n d borontrifluoridc as test gas. An impurity peak from test gas ions, which \ v a~ easily observed in Refs. (26,2'7) when using larger amounts of test gas and more highly ionized species, can riot be identified in Fig. 2 . This is because only very small amounts of borontrifluoridc have been used for the investigation of the line profiles of the 2s -211 resonance transitions after each shot day and monitor the small changes of the scnsitivity of the detcction system over scvercLl months resulting i n a high reliability of the cnlihratioii These inexuretiients ate carried out in the pulsed rnodc of the dctector, or i n other words in the same configuration as the Thomson scattering or tlie line broadening setup. Therefore, the Rayleigli scattering signal directly provides a measurement of the instrument function of the spectrometers for the visible spectral range. a Voigt function with 0.0071 rim Lorentzian FWHM and 0.0049 nm Gaussian FWHM. As usual we perform Itayleigh scattering for a variety of different propane gas densities, and besides checking the linerarity of t h e scattering and of the detection system, the instrument function is obtained for the full dynamic range of the detector. We should mention that the instrument function obtained in this way is in excellent agreement with the measurement performed in the cw mode of the detector employing cold spectral lamps and Fe and A1 hoUow cathode lamps.
i'e r j-favor able plasma conditions for line broadening studies are achieved when the injection of the gases into the discharge chamber is properly timed and only lvhen very small amounts of test gas (about 1 % of the density of the driver gas) are used The test gas ions become confined in the center of the plasma column where tlic plasma is homogeneous in radial and axial direction.
Experimentally we have verified the plasma homogeneity with various nietliods (17, 27, 28) . Electron densities from Thomson scattering as a function of the radius sliow tllat the emission from test gas ions originates from a Iiorriogeneous center of tke plasrna column with about 1 cm diameter. Figure 3 shows a result obtained sliortly after maximum pinch compression. Also shown is tlie ernissioii cocflicicnt of tine radiation from test gas ions obtained after Abel inversion.
It is further of interest to verify tlic homogeneity of the plasina coluniii i n axial direction because magnetohydrodynamic instabilities could arist. We rnchsured the homogeneity along the axis of the discharge in two diKerent expcririiciits (25). In Fig. 4 we show the Stark-broadened n = 5 to 71 = 4 traiisitioris of 1' vi[ at X = 82.5 nm. Tliese linewidths are very sensitive to changes of tlie electron density but insensitive to temperature variations. Temporally and axially resolved spectra have been detected from single discharges a t various times i n the discharge with a MCP-CCD system. Figure 4 shows an example of a measurement at maximum pinch compression. About 1 cm of the 5 cm long plasma column is shown with a resolution of 0.17 mm. In order to derive the electron density from the line profiles we determined the full-widths at half maximum of the transitions as a function of the height of the plasma with a resolution of 0.5 mm. We converted the Linewidth obtained in this way into electron densities using spectral line broadening calculations (see Ref. (9))and which are tested below. The rms value is 14 % of the mean value of the electron density. The homogeneity of the discharge is evident.
For transitions with highly populated lower levels self-absorptioii is a serious problem which leads to line profile distortions. In particular, this is t r u t for resonance transitions. Since a t our experimental conditions the plasma is Iioiiiogcneous and a cold boundary layer of the investigated ions is cflectively absent, radiative transport effects of the emission lines are easily controlled by varying the amount of test gas. In fact, optically thin plasma conditions for all line broadening measurements were achieved. This is expected from the measurement of the emitter density with Thomson scattering which is, e.g., about 0.3 % of the electron density for the k'igui-e 4. Zxnrr-iple of J MCP-CCD rneasurcmcnt of the 71 = 5 -7 1 1; V I ] 
k'igurc 5 sliows ;tit etainple of a spectrum of the 2 s -2p resoiiance transitions of 13 111 detected 50 11s after maximum pinch compression. Also show~i is a fitted Voigt function wliicli takes into account the instrument furictioIi anti Ilopplcr brodciiiitg iii the followirig way: t l i t riica^surcd instrurncnt profile (see Fig. 2 ) is coiivolutctci w i t h it IIoppIcI profilt: \vliicli was ca.lculatcd for each plasiiia conditioii accordirig to t 11 c i n CASU red t c 111 pc r a t II re. 'J' 11 t r rs 11 1 t i II i i . I I a 1 )I.(, 11 17, i a i 1 willi a v;irial,lt widlli r;iviiig tlic Stark Itroadenirig. Jlotli i i i i i l t i j ) l (~t 1iiic.s :irt' fittvc! indepcrtdciitly giving for cacli spectruiii tlic s u n c widtli for lmtli (.<t1lli)(jii!xrits ivitliiii 5 96. For tach spcctruiii the relativt. iiitcnsitics of both coiiipoitciits is 2 : I 4 4 %, in excellerit agrcenicnt with tlic I,,S-coupling approximatioil prcdicting 2.00 :
1.00. Both facts show th;tt there arc n o unwanted detector distortions for tlic high intensity line arid that the mcasuremeIit is not affected by sclf-absorption. For the condition i n Fig. 5 For tlie narrow resonance traiisitioiis of 13 I I I sufficiently high resolulioii of tlic detection system is obtained by going to the Gtli spectral order and using an I l i t d ( 1 rence filter to suppress tlie radiation from all other orders. 'l'lie filter has equal tr,trisInission over the wavciengtli range of interest as proven with hydrogen coillinuulil measurements. For our experimental conditions the instrument and tlie Dopplel profile together account for 33 % of the measured liricwidtli. IIence, u~iccrtaintics in the measurement of these quantities increases the error of the Stark broadening measurement. The instrument profile is more critical because it contributes directly to the Lorentzian contribution of tlie measured spectra. Fortunately, the instrument profile is measured very accurately and on a frequent basis, and therefore, only the experimental error in the determination of the temperature of the plasma results in an uncertainty of the Gaussian contribution of the measured line profiles. Since temperatures are also measured with high accuracy with Thornson scattering and since the Gaussian contribution is less important for the width of the resulting Voigt functions, the additional error from the Gaussian contribution is only 2 %. This error is added to the rms value of the fitted Stark profiles of 10 spectra measured at the same plasma condition. It results in a total error for the experimental Stark width of 13.5 %.
Stark width are usually calculated for a series of temperatures and for one value of the electron density. This is because it is a fundamental concept of the impact theory that the contribution to the linewidtli owing to electronic or ionic collisions is proportional to their number density (10,ll) (see Equation (2)). Indeed, a linear scaling of linewidths of nonhydrogenic ions has been proven in a number of experiments (10, 15) . In practical situations, deviations from a linear scaling map be possible due to Debye shielding effects (10, 29) which are, however, unimportant for this study (30) . For that reason we can scale the experimental or theoretical Stark
Electron temperature (eV) In Figure G we compare our experimental result to various tlieoretical data which are plotted as a function of the electron temperature. The measured electron density is ne = 1-81 x lO''~m-~. The results of two semiclassical approximations according to Griem (10) and to Hey and Breger (13) ) and close-coupling calculations from Seaton ( 7 ) are shown. These theoretical approximations calculate only eiectronimpact widths. The semiclassical approximation after Griem (10) calculates inelastic cross sections with good accuracy for impact parameters larger than the extent of the wavefunction of the perturber, Le. in a regime where the semiclassical approximation is valid. Collisions with smaller impact parameters are estimated with a LorentzWeisskopf term and give the so-called strong collision term which is 12 % of the total calculated width. A maximum impact parameter of the order of the Debye length, and elastic contributions are included according to an extrapolation procedure below threshold. Hey and Breger (13) chose different procedures frorn those of Griem (10) to calculate the minimum and maximum impact parameters of the electron collision process. Although their strong collision term is appreciably larger, even for the relatively low charge state of the studied ion, their resulting widths differ only slightly from that of Griem. Both semiclassical calculations agree with the experiments within the 20 % error bar On tlie other hand, tlie close-coupling calculations give results wliich are smaller than the experiment by a factor of about two. This discrepancy can not be explained by otlier broadening mechanisms besides electron-impact broadening because those broadening nicclianisms can account for only a few percent of the measured width. Ion broadening is almost negligible for the resonance lines of I3 111. Grieni gives a relatively large rough estimate of the ion quadrupole broadening (Eq. 218b, Ref. (10) thtt electron density nnd teriipcratrirct. Also, an error cstimatc for tlic sc:itliIig o f tlie data is t;tkeri into account (17). I<br N e V I I I two expcrirucnts liavct bc!cri performed because for tliis transitioii proton collision broadening plays ;t role. One ditta. point js obtained from expcriincnts witli hydrogen and one with hcliuni as driver g u . T I 1 e tlifli:rence between bot11 v;i,lucs gives a n estimate for tlic rii;tgnitudc of tlic proton collision contribution to the linewidth. We find for all transitions that the five-statc close-coupling calculations give results wliicli are too sniall to explain tlic measured widths. Tliis finding might be partially explained by tlie fact tliat only five states are included i n tlie calculations ( n = 2 and n = 3 levels). M'liile the 71 = 4 states do not contribute to the Stark broadening of the 2s -21, resonance transitions i n 13 1 1 1 , they are expectcd to play a role €or the 3s -3p trarisitioiis in Li-like ions.
Indeed, the nine-state close-coupling calculations from Burke ( 3 3 ) give an improved value for the Stark width of C IV which is marginally inside of the error bar of the experiment. However, the overall comparison of quantum-mechanical calculations with our experiments is not satisfactory, while comparisons with semiclassical calculations show generally good agreement. Until recently there have been problems explaining the experimental Stark width of the liiglier ionized emitters. A simplified T 2 scaling as predicted by some tlieoretical approximations could not be verified by our experiments (see also Ref. (28)). On tlic other liartd, the nciv seniiclassical method of Alexiou (32,34) gives good agreement with tlic experiment for all investigated transitions. As opposed to other theoretical approximations Alexiou calculates the collision operator exactly for impact parameters i n the region where nnitarity is violated but the semiclassical approximation is still valid. This is done by a fully numerical solution of the Schrodinger equation. In fact, this method gives excellent agreement with our experimental data. In particular, in the central part of the transitions, agreement between the calculations and the experiments is obtained only when including ion dynamics, which accounts for 10 -25 % of the linewidths. While ion dynamic effects have been found earlier to be important for hydrogen spectral lines this is the first decisive verification that ion dynamic effects can be also important for more highly ionized emitters.
b'or eiectroii collisional broadened spectral lines we firid that o u r experim~;nta! datit of several studies clearly favor semicl&ical caIcuiatioiis over five-state q u a n t u m~iicclianical close-coupling calculatio~~s. In particular, tlie semiclassical calculatio~~s o f Gricm (IO) a n d of IIey arid Brcger (13) agree well with the experiment for lowly ioiiizcd species. For more Iiiglilp ionized einillers only the recent improwmcnts of tlie serniclassicrtl approxirnation (32,34) lead lo satisfying agreement witti our ocperimcntal data ( I 7,34) . Our experiments also include tlie hcst tcst ca.cc forclose-coupling calculations: the 2s -211 resonaiicc transitions i n the IitliiuinIike ioii I3 111 wlicre a factor of two discrepancy between tlic close-coupling calculations i i~~d experiincnt is found (IS). Since a priori tlie closc-coupling calciilatioils arc considered to be most accurate it is irnperativc to understand this failiirc of closecoupling calculatioiis before coiitiiiuiiig to ca1ciilltte more coniplicatcd systornx.
